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Bagas Perdana
ABSTRACT

Bagas Perdana, 2017. **Designing Booklet and Translating Website Content in Solo Tourism Department.** English Diploma Program Faculty of Cultural Sciences, Sebelas Maret University.

The objective of this report are to give information about the activities of internship that I have conducted in Solo Tourism Department from 27th February to 31th March 2017, and the problems that I have met during doing activities and the ways to solve the problems.

There were five main activities that I did during the internship. The first activity was collecting data. I searched the reference of the data from the internet. The second activity was doing a survey. I collected the data from the sellers of culinary. The third activity was writing texts and translating the texts. The text were *Wedang Asle, Nasi Langgi, and Garang Asem*. The fourth activity was designing the booklet. The booklet design that I made would be written in the web of the culinary text. The fifth activity was reporting the result to the department. The result was Solo culinary booklet and the website content.

During doing activities, I got some problems; they were finding the seller location, translating Indonesian term, and designing booklet design. The first problem was finding the seller location. The strategy that I did to solve the problem of the seller location was mapping the exact location of the seller. The next problem was in translating Indonesian terms. To solve the problem, I consulted the Indonesian text to the lecturer. The last problem was designing the booklet design. The strategy that I did to solve the problem of designing booklet design was searching reference of the layout from the internet.
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